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THE HEROES OF OUR TIMES 
By Reynolds Price 

 

Our need for heroes is at least as old as our 

need for enemies. Thee earliest literary texts 

of western civilization were propped in 

powerful compulsion round the names of 

actual men – large, honorable, and honored 

in proportion: Gilgamesh, Abraham, Moses, 

Achilles. The compulsion and its famous 

results continued, with few interruptions, till 

a hundred years ago. Tennyson’s “Ode of 

the Death of the Duke of Wellington and 

Whitman’s poems on "the death of Lincoln" 

remain, oddly, the most recent in a line of  

heroic monuments nearly four millennia 

long. Where are their successors?  

Maybe the pause is not odd and is in 

fact a break. Where after all are our epics 

and tragedies? - fragmented into novels and 

movies, ghosts of their old life-giving forms. 

Tennyson himself, in contemplating the Iron 

Duke’s corpse, predicted the end - "Mourn, 

for to us he seems the last." Of later poets 

writing in English only Auden, in his elegies 

for Yeats and Freud, succeed in erecting 

sizable and apparently durable memorials. 

Where are the poems on, the distinguished 

portraits of, the hymns to Marie Curie, 

Albert Einstein, Douglas MacArthur, Pablo 

Picasso, Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, 

Claus von Stauffenberg? Where are the odes 

to the three popular heroes of the recent 

American past-John and Robert Kennedy 

and Martin Luther King, Jr.?  

They are plainly honored in the national 

imagination - millions of chromos in 

millions of homes attest to that, and a 

grotesque hunger for news of their survivors 

(no gobbet too small or rank) critiques to 

gorge itself. They are of course the subject 

of numerous memoirs, biographies, films. 

But is their absence from serious 

imaginative art only another sign of the 

disastrous separation of cultured life from 

common life; or have good writers, painters, 

sculptors and composers been sensitive and 

responsive for years to a rising sound that is 

only now being widely heard? - There are no 

present heroes. Most dead ones were frauds.  

An answer to the first question 

would lead far afield (though whatever 

claims are made for a national "arts 

explosion" can be quickly refuted by any 

good artist). My answer to the second is a 

quick yes - artists in droves have turned their 

backs on their ancient love and preservation 

of heroes. Why? Because artists of’ all sorts, 

as society’s most attentive observer, began 

early in this century to abandon the 

traditional definitions of heroism and have 

found no equally fertilizing substitutes. The 

explanations, again, would be complex; but 

important among them are the growth of 

compassion for the poor and powerless 

(traditional heroes being mostly highborn 

and powerful), the backwash of revulsion 

after the Great War at the patent stupidity 

and savagery of politicians and generals, and 

– crucial - the steady spread by press, radio, 

and now television of intimate information.  

It’s the merciless flood of 

information that has made living heroes 

apparently so rare, if not invisible, and so 

perilous on their heights. The classical world 

decided wisely that any human being 

accorded the honors and monuments of a 

hero must be, above all, dead. Even with 

their primitive apparatus for the 

dissemination of news, Greeks, Romans, 

Jews and early Christians saw that t6day’s 

still-breathing "hero" may easily be 

tomorrow’s criminal or fool. (The first hero 

of whom we possess anything approaching a 

full picture is King David; and if - with his 



womanizing, his murders and family 

scandals – he seems more human and 

interesting than Moses or Elijah; he is also 

proportionately less inspiring of reverence 

arid emulation.)  

By contrast, Americans in the 19th 

and 20th centuries have often rushed to 

elevate the 1iving only to discover dark 

patches of furious on the idol’s face and 

hands - Henry Wood Beecher, Warren 

Harding, Richard Nixon, to name only three 

from a long roll of fallen. All subsequent 

would-be heroes have suffered from the 

ensuing disillusion. (It’s obvious but 

accurate to say that President Carter and his 

family are unavoidably attacked by the 

lingering spores of the Johnson-Nixon 

blight.) And in the past decade the dead 

themselves have proved alarmingly 

vulnerable. Posthumous allegations of 

sexual adventuring .by Franklin Roosevelt, 

John and Robert Kennedy, and Martin 

Luther King, Jr.-men who capitalized on the 

public desire for immaculate family loyalty-

have shaken if not toppled their shrines. In 

short, another human need-for unashamed 

praise this side idolatry-has been balked; and 

any parent now searching the walls of his 

child’s room for icons of heroes is likely to 

find no face older than a rock star’s or an 

athlete’s, no person likely to do what he 

presently does throughout a lifetime.  

“Alas. But ho-hum. It was always 

thus," you may well respond, and I’ll partly 

concur. The cult of living heroes has always 

been dangerously close to adolescent crush 

at best and, at worst, to psychopathic 

craving. At the very word hero, a number of 

our minds automatically run vivid home 

movies of Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin on. 

Balconies - genuine beasts borne grinning 

toward us on seas of faces damp adoration. 

And nearer to home, most of us endured the 

daily televised arrival in our homes of the 

villainous faces of the Vietnam War - just as 

we continue to endure the efforts of newly 

skilled electronic artisans to stroke our old 

hungers to fever-pitch for some man or 

woman with no greater claim than an out-of-

hand ego yearning for worship. In such a 

dizzying tide, surely we could relish a period 

of calm, admiring the admirable souls we 

meet in daily life but sworn off the hunt for 

national saviors or personal outsized 

templates for glamour or bravery?  

I doubt we can. The need is too old, 

too ingrained in the kind of creature we are 

(slow to leave childhood and capable of 

love). At its purest, the need has always 

been our strongest lure to education; lives of 

great men and women have always 

reminded us we can make our lives quite 

literally sublime-lifted up, raised above the 

customary trails our nature has cut for itself 

through eons. And while many of us have 

had the early good luck to encounter and 

recognize heroic figures in our own homes, 

schools, or towns, such encounters have not 

often permanently satisfied the full need. 

The need is for figures both grand and 

distant. Why? Partly because grandeur is 

best comprehended from a distance - an eye 

pressed to the floor of the Grand Canyon is 

seeing only grit. Partly because grandeur 

seen close often reveals beer cans, chicken 

bones, immortal plastic. Mainly, though, 

because distance itself implies a journey – 

time and effort, endurance and 

strengthening. Hometown models have a 

disconcerting tendency to seem too possible 

and to shrink as we grow. What we want are 

models visible on their heights and all-but-

inimitable in gifts and achievements. 

Tennyson at Wellington’s bier defined the 

hope – “On God and Godlike men we build 

our trust.” Provided that our God is merciful 

and just, we have always profited from real 

demigods who lure us up. And up is the 

catch. Illusory heroes have frequently lured 

us on if not down. Hence the current healthy 

suspicion and aversion, the falling-off in 

attendance at old shrines, the consequent 



awarding of fame and awe to pathetic instant 

celebrities.  

But a lull is a good time to look back 

and forward, to brace for the next wave - 

bound to come. What, in an age of nearly 

total information, can heroes be? Can they 

exist at all, in any form w.oI1h noting? Must 

we choose them blind as romantic lovers 

choose-and accept them at our doors like 

foundlings, bane or blessing? Or may we 

exercise study and judgment and select what 

is likely to serve and last? Since I’m 

proposing a true fool’s errand-laying down 

law for regions where whim has always 

prevailed - I’ll push to a rash end and 

answer the questions.  

Heroes must be figures whom we 

feel to be unnaturally charged with some 

force we want but seem to lack - courage, 

intelligence, stamina, beauty - and by 

imaginary contact with whom we experience 

a transfer of the force desired. Since we 

require that they stand at a distance and 

since they no longer come to us veiled 

impenetrable art, we learn of their triumphs 

from a press that is equally prone to discover 

their faults. We’re lucky, therefore, when 

our heroes are chosen for qualities that 

function more or less independently of our 

personal sense of morality. If we admire a 

priest for his chastity and self-sacrifice, our 

admiration will be shattered by news of his 

intricate involvement with a ring of superior 

call girls. If this same revelation includes the 

name of idolized professional athlete, the 

new light may only enhance the athlete’s 

glamour and power (Tennyson was plainly 

undeterred by Wellington’s parallel fame as 

the sexual hero of a thousand boudoirs).  

Hence there’s profound unconscious 

wisdom at work in the present mass cults for 

athletes, actors, musicians. Since we honor 

them for what we perceive as physical skills, 

the honor is not so fragile as that we bestow 

on peacetime rulers, clergy, doctors, 

lawyers, all kinds of teachers (in wartime, 

obviously, soldiers are honored for 

defensive ferocity). Brilliant performing 

artists are the safest heroes. In the current 

state of moral tolerance, their heroism is 

seriously threatened only by their health, 

and maybe by discovery of some 

involvement in the cruel exploitation of 

children.  

Ideally then, in prevailing conditions 

of scrutiny, 0ur heroes should be either dead 

(and judged safe) or alive and revered for 

strengths that are relatively amoral, though 

never vicious. Such a caution isn’t meant to 

preclude the finding of large rewarding 

figures almost anywhere one needs to look- 

commerce, science, literature, fame arts, 

law, the military, cookery, labor, even 

government. It is, however, meant to define 

again the original core of true heroism, its 

first and most nearly irresistible base - the 

human body (at its strongest, boldest most 

beautiful) and deeds that flow "direct from 

that body, broad memorable gestures on the 

waiting air. Few of us are agile, graceful, 

picturesque, or eloquent enough to be 

immune to the use of models who stand 

today in that ancient line. And luckily 

there’s along line of candidates – from 

Leontyne Price, John Travolta, and Natalia 

Makarova to Johnny Weismuller, Bruce 

Jenner, Martha Graham and on: their 

recorded perfection preserved from age and 

failure.  

Yet however heroic in their different 

ways such names seem to me, I cannot hope 

to convey them .intact into your pantheon. 

For if the recent hawking of celebrities 

(solid or weightless) has demonstrated their 

fragility as models, it has simultaneously 

proved the impossibility of arousing the 

degree of permanent excitement and 

admiration that is indispensable for the 

choice of heroes, by masses or individuals. 

Lasting and useful heroes are objects of love 

- love of all sorts: altruistic, erotic, passive, 

potentially destructive-and are chosen by 



levels of the mind beyond the reach of 

external persuasion. They may thus be either 

helpful or damaging, but not premeditated, 

interviewed, selected by cool personnel 

procedures. Their suddenness and mystery is 

precisely their power, their promise and 

threat. The best we can do, as we scan their 

dazzling faces and feel their strong pull, is to 

scan ourselves - to probe our own 

weaknesses, vacancies, and know which of 

them need filling and why. Then at least we 

can wait informed and prepared, for the 

unconscious acts of choice and ardor.  

It may in fact seem a bad time for 

heroes. Their old gleam, the old force they 

promised to lend us, seem genuinely and 

justly tarnished, worthy of suspicion. It also 

seems a bad time for love. There can be no 

question that it’s always seemed so (world 

literature says very little else). Still  

The world has proved lovable year after year 

– though in shrinking enclaves of beauty, 

honesty, excellence, persistence. The chief 

surviving enclaves, now as always, are 

single human beings. The list of those whom 

we - at our own best – can love, serve, 

honor, and use as anchors in the riptides 

round us is surely no shorter than it’s ever 

been. To say we lack heroes is to come 

dangerously close to saying we lack the 

capacity to love. It is certainly to say that we 

lack self-knowledge of our own predicament 

as incomplete creatures, capable of height.  

 


